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Who am I?
•

•

James (or Jaime, but not Jamie or
Jim) Fraser - he/him pronouns
•

Background in Protein Biophysics
and Evolutionary Biology

•

Ph.D. in Molecular and Cell
Biology from UC Berkeley

•

I’ve run a lab at UCSF since 2011

If you have additional questions:
• email: jfraser@fraserlab.com
• twitter: @fraser_lab
• office hours by appointment:
Mission Bay GH S472E

Who are you?

Class information - https://fraserlab.com/inquiry/
•

Today Jan 6: Kinase and Phosphatase Drug Discovery

•

Tuesday Jan 7: Crystallography 101, Practical in Crystallography Lab (Liam
McKay)

•

Wednesday Jan 8: ChimeraX and VR demos (Tom Goddard)

•

Thursday Jan 9: Docking, what works and what doesn’t (John Irwin)

•

Tuesday Jan 14: Computational Protein Design/Rosetta and Biologics (Tanja
Kortemme)

•

Wednesday Jan 15: New topics, CryoEM lab tour (David Bulkley)

Forces and approximate affinities 101 whiteboard

Why is it so hard to design new small
molecule drugs?

Kinases have become one of the major drug
target classes over the past 20 years

Kinases are enzymes that
control cellular information flow

Control many growth/cell cycle signals
Antagonized by phosphatases
(to which there are no inhibitors in the clinic)

Receptor Kinases transmit signals from outside
the cell, often through ligand-induced dimerization

Therapeutic antibodies block extracellular
dimerization, often using a distinct set of interactions

More on antibodies from Prof. Kortemme (next Tuesday)

Kinases switch between active
and inactive conformations

Hyperactive kinases
are a common
cause of cancer

Drugs targeting enzymes
(like kinase intracellular domain)
tend to look like natural substrates (like ATP)
Folic Acid

Methotrexate
Target: DHFR

Target: HCV Protease

Kinase inhibitors mimic ATP and
compete for the same binding site

Areas that can be optimized
from common scaffold
(more on scaffold and
selectivity tomorrow)

Large medicinal chemistry efforts to “tune” selectivity for
an individual kinases’ ATP binding site
Keep in mind - nucleosides (base and ribose)
are relatively hydrophobic

The kinase active site is highly conserved
and optimized for ATP binding

Only the “gatekeeper” residue
is variable
…because of this
kinases were
considered
“undruggable”

Fortunately two things help : 1) conservation
is reduced away from the binding site,
2) kinases are structurally plastic

Kinases switch between active
and inactive conformations

Hyperactive kinases
are a common
cause of cancer

Binding of Gleevec to Abl exploits
the active-inactive equilibrium

While kinase inhibitors maintain overlap
with the adenine ring of ATP, the search for
specificity goes elsewhere

2GS7

All EGFR ligands

Key “hinge” hydrogen bonds are a major
design element in kinase inhibitors, but
other areas provide specificity

Clinical introduction of potent kinase
inhibitors is closely followed by resistance

A 38-year-old man with BRAF-mutant melanoma and subcutaneous metastatic
deposits. Photographs were taken (A) before initiation of PLX4032, (B) after 15 weeks of
therapy with PLX4032, and (C) after relapse, after 23 weeks of therapy.

The common resistance
mechanisms for small molecules

efflux
active site mutations

over-expression+other signaling
degradation of inhibitor

Active site mutations directly
alter interactions with drugs

Mutation at variable
“gatekeeper” residue

Protein modeling and structural biology
play a large role in combating resistance
•X-ray crystallography of mutant
proteins
•Trimming the molecule to avoid
clashes caused by Small-toLarge mutations
•Conformational changes are
difficult to predict (molecular
dynamics simulations can help)
O’Hare…Clackson
Cancer Cell, 2009
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Resistance to RAF Inhibition in Melanoma
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Compensatory chemical changes in
drugs can target resistance mutations
•Filling the new
holes created
by Large-toSmall
mutations
•or exploiting
solvent
interactions

The cycle of compensatory changes
- an evolutionary arms race!

More common to have many cycles of this race for
anti-virals and anti-bacterials than anti-cancer

Movie

Mutant kinase profiling and sequencing
studies will enable rapid feedback
between drugs

Kinase profiling to expand
Drugs targeting emerging
from WT to include mutants resistance will be more effective

Keep in mind - nucleosides (base and ribose)
are relatively hydrophobic
>200 small molecules tested in humans
>30 approved inhibitors

…but none against phosphatases
(a phosphopeptide is very charged!)

The disease biology of phosphatases is, perhaps,
no less compelling than kinases

Chen, Dixon, Manning
Science Signalling, 2017

The highly charged active sites of protein tyrosine phosphatases
exemplify the difficulties of active site drug discovery

peptide with
negatively charged
pTyr substrate
Barr…Knapp, Cell, 2009

Phosphatase inhibitors with good potency had been
developed, but none were bioavailable

A new screening strategy for SHP2

100,000 molecules screened

3 followup assays

Contrast with active site inhibitor
SHP836 - is a published ion channel inhibitor!

SHP2 brings new optimism for allosterically
targeting phosphatases
Novartis: SHP099

Chen…Fortin
Nature, 2016

Both kinases and phosphates can be inhibited by
targeting specific inactive conformations

Tomorrow
Chemical space (100,000 molecules is nothing)
Starting with a scaﬀold
(development of PLX4032/Vemurafenib)
and how crystallography is useful for getting all these
structures in the first place

Install ChimeraX:
https://www.rbvi.ucsf.edu/chimerax/download.html

